Tune in -- Only on Yahoo!: The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1 World Premiere
Official Live Stream on Yahoo! Movies
See Your Favorite "Twilight Saga" Stars LIVE from the Red Carpet Premiere During the Official Live Stream TODAY
Monday, November 14th
LOS ANGELES--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Yahoo! Movies, (http://movies.yahoo.com) in conjunction with Summit Entertainment,
presents the Official Live Stream of the red carpet premiere of "The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn — Part 1" today Monday,
November 14 at 5:00 p.m. PT on Yahoo! Movies: http://movies.yahoo.com/twilight
Yahoo! Movies, one of the leading movies websites, will provide fans with a front row seat to all of the action as their favorite
"Twilight" stars hit the only red carpet premiere for the film live from Los Angeles. The HD live stream will be the biggest
production yet for a Twilight Saga premiere, featuring the most comprehensive coverage of the red carpet with 5 hosts on two
interview platforms including the talent's first stop at the main stage and a multi-camera setup with 8 cameras, including the
following vantage points:
●

Main Stage Interview Platform

●

Arrivals Cam

●

Fashion Cam

●

Bird's Eye View

●

Fan Cam

The live stream will showcase all of the fashion, interviews and excitement from the red carpet in real time and in HD quality
picture. During the online live stream fans will have the opportunity to submit questions for the stars via Yahoo! Movies'
Facebook page (http://facebook.com/yahoomovies). On Twitter, the hashtag for the event is #breakingdawnlive. The live
stream will also be available on mobile phones and tablet devices.
With more of the romance, passion, intrigue and action that made "Twilight," "The Twilight Saga: New Moon" and "The Twilight
Saga: Eclipse" worldwide blockbusters, "The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1," based on Stephenie Meyer's bestselling
book series, begins the conclusion of the tale of vampire love, boundless friendship, acceptance, and finding your true self.
To embed the video player for the live stream on your website, use the following embed code:

You must enable javascript to view this video content.

WHAT:

Yahoo! Movies official live stream of the red carpet premiere of "The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1"

WHEN:
WHERE:

Monday, November 14th
5:00 p.m. PDT/ 8:00 p.m. EDT
Yahoo! Movies: http://movies.yahoo.com/twilight
**Broadcast quality footage of the red carpet premiere and highlights available
by request for broadcast outlets**
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